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● Site of Dozô Sagami : B-14
At Dozô Sagami, an inn, many 
activists gathered and discussed 
their plots, such as Sakura-
da-Mongai-no Hen (Sakura-
da-mon Inci-
dent} by Mito 
Rôshi {master-
less samurai of 
current Ibaraki 
pref.), and at-
t a c k  o f  t h e 
British legation 
by TAKASUGI 
Shinsaku, ITÔ 
Hirobumi, etc.

 Plaster relief at 
        Zenpukuji temple : B-13
A famous plasterer, IZU-NO 
Chôhachi who was active from 
the late Edo period until the 
middle of Meiji period left his 
work, a plaster painting (relief) 
of a dragon at the temple.

● Shinagawa-shuku Kôryû-kan
Honshuku Oyasumi-dokoro : C-12　
A base for the community devel-
opment activities, offering spaces 
for visitors' resting, relationship 
exchanges (with Dagashi-ya, 
small candy store) and exhibition 
of local history information.

 Honshôji temple/
　   Terakoya : B-12         
Recently, the temple aims to be 
open to the local community 
and has developed a free space 
open to public use.

● Site of Shinagawa Glass 
     Manufactory : A-12
Near the entrance to the Ôyama 
Cemetery of Tôkaiji temple, a pair 
of memorials stand evidencing 
the birth of Japanese modern 
industry in this place.

● Kodomo-no Mori Koen
　park : A-12
An impressive play park with 
dinosaurs among the trees, very 
popular among children.  There 
formerly was Tôkai Elementary 
School.

● Birth place of Tekkamaki：
　B-11
A sushi role with tuna, Tekka-ma-
ki was created by the workers in 
the area of Toiyaba who wanted 
a delicious handy food.  It is said 
that the role was born in the 
nearby of Mitake Jinja shrine.
● Site of Toiyaba Kanme
     Aratamesho : C-11
Site of facilities for control of the 
sea and land transportations and 
for provision of changes of horses 
and laborers for transportation

 Chôtokuji temple : C-10
The Enma-dô on the right in the 
premises houses Rokudô-zu (illus-
trations of the hell, or the wheel of 
life) and wooden statue of Enma, 
the master of the hell (Yama), 
worshiped since the Edo period.

 Tenmyôkokuji temple:
　　C-10
The temple is filled with many 
votive lanterns in the autumn 
Oeshiki (a memorial service for 
the anniversary of Nichiren).  
ITÔ Ittôsai, great swordsman 
and TÔCHÛKEN Kumoemon, 
a rôkyokushi (a story teller with 
music) rest here.

● Stone pavement : C-10    
To revive the Tôkaidô remaining 
unchanged throughout 400 
years' history, the sidewalk is 
paved with flagstone and the 
roadway with asphalt in earth 
color.

● Takamura Chieko Memorial 
Monument : B-9

A monument for TAKAMURA 
Chieko (Artist) with inscription 
of a poem "Lemon Aika (elegy)" 
by her husband TAKAMURA 
Kôtarô (Poet, Sculptor).  Local 
volunteers built it at the site of 
the hospital where Chieko was 
admitted.

[Samezu/
Tachiaigawa/
Suzugamori

 Hakusenji temple/
        Monument inscribed with 
        MATSUO Bashô's haiku : B-8
The temple has a close relation-
ship with MATSUO Bashô and 
there remain a seated statue of 
the poet and the monument 
inscribed with his haiku made 
before his departure for a trip in 
October 1687.

● Tomb of YAMAUCHI 
　 Toyo-shige (Yôdô) : B-7
A feudal lord of Tosa-han (present 
Kôchi pref.), YAMAUCHI Toyo-
shige is one of the four remark-
able feudal lords involved in the 
shogunate administration at the 
end of the Edo period.  He loved 
Ôi area and rests here.

● Samezu Hachiman Jinja 
      shrine : B-7
The tutelary shrine of Ohayashi-
Ryôshi-machi.  At the main festi-
val in August, an opening ritual to 
carry out Mikoshi from the shrine, 
Miyadashi, is performed in the 
darkness at 3 a.m.

● Monument of the es-
tablishment of Shinagawa 
Elem. School : B-13
Shinagawa Shôgakkô was open-
ed as the first elementary school 
in Shinagawa city at Hôzenji 
temple in 1874.  The monument 
was placed to commemorate it.

  Isshinji temple : C-13
A Buddhist temple famous 
as Ofudôsama at Shinaga-
wa-shuku.  You can experience 
"Hôrokukyû," moxibustion on a 
biscuit plate on the head.

● Shinagawa-bashi : C-12  
A bridge between Kita-Shina-
gawa and Minami-Shinagawa 
areas.  The fourth bridge from 
Nihombashi on the Tôkaidô road, 
unique to have a garden on it.

 Shinagawa Jinja shrine:
　   B-12
A tutelary Shintô shrine estab-
lished in the early Kamakura 
(1187) period in Shinagawa-shu-
ku.  It keeps the Goshin-men 
(mask of a god) and mikoshi 
(portable shrine) dedicated by 
TOKUGAWA Ieyasu.

● Goten-yama Garden : A-13　
A public garden with paths to 
stroll among massive trees, a 
cascade, a pond and a tea house 
which was designed by ISOZAKI 
Arata.

● Hisui Genseki-kan (Jade
     raw stone gallery) : A-13
The gallery exhibits a collection of 
jades including a huge raw stone 
of jade, Magatama (curve-shaped 
beads), outdoor bathtub of jade, 
etc.  There is a shop of accessories.

● Higashi-Shinagawa Kaijô 
      Kôen park : D-12
A park with cherry trees at the 
mouth of the Megurogawa river.  
There is a landing stage for boats 
and the park attracts people 
during "Shinagawa Unga-Matsuri 
(festival) in spring and autumn.

Minami-Shinagawa-shuku

 Ebara Jinja : C-12
The tutelary shrine of Minami-Shi-
nagawa and Higashi-Shinagawa 
areas is said to be founded in 709.  
The present building was built at 
the end of the Edo period.

● Former Kôban 
      (police station) : C-12
The building of a police station 
built in 1929 was completely re-
stored and is now used as "Town 
information center for Minami-Shi-
nagawa Sakuragashi." /National 
tangible cultural property.

● Matsuoka Tatami-ten：
　C-10
The Tatami (Japanese floor mat) 
workshop is in the architecture 
of the Taishô period (1910s) 
facing the Tôkaidô road.  The 
building has a beaten floor, and 
doors and windows in beautiful 
traditional styles.

● Shinagawa-Geneve
　Friendship flower clock : D-10
The Yôkô-gaeri-no kane (bell re-
turned from abroad) of Honsenji 
temple connected Shinagawa-ku 
and city of Geneve.  As a token 
of their friendship, the clock was 
donated from Geneve.

● Geneve Heiwa-dôri : C-10      
The street from the Aomo-
no-Yokochô station to the flower 
clock is a sister street with Avenue 
de la Paix in Geneve.
● Takeuchi Iin (clinic)/
     since 1907 : C-9
The oldest Western-style archi-
tecture in Shinagawa-ku, featured 
with sash windows, stained grass-
es, painted weatherboard siding.

 Honsenji temple/Edo
       Six Jizô statues : C-9
In the Edo period, six statues 
of Jizô (K  itigarbha) were con-
structed at each starting point 
of the main roads to pray for a 
safe travel.  They are called Edo 
Roku (six) Jizô and the first one 
is placed at Honsenji.

● Katsushima Unga canal/
     harbor : C-6
Citizen's relaxation place: A path 
with cherry trees, Hana-kaidô 
street, and the canal where fish 
and various waterfowls gather as 
well as Yakatabune and fishing 
boats.

 Raifukuji temple : B-6
One of the oldest Buddhist tem-
ples in Shinagawa, founded in 
990.  There are monuments of 
HAYASHI Jôin who invented man-
jû (sweet buns) and of haiku by 
SECCHÛAN Ryôta, a haiku poet.

 Reiunji temple : B-5
The temple worships the stone 
seated-statue of Enma, 93 cm in 
height, with inscription of the year 
1680, the early Edo period.

● Shinagawa Hana-kaidô : B-5
Local people are planting various 
flowers every season along the 
Katsushima Unga canal.

● Birth place of beer : B-5
The first governor of Shinagawa 
prefecture, KOGA Ippei started 
to brew and sell beer for the first 
time in Japan to help the citizens 
in difficulties due to the turbu-
lence by the Meiji Restoration.

● Statue of SAKAMOTO Ryôma : B-4
Ryôma was assigned to the 
guard of Hamakawa Hôdai (gun 
buttery) at age 20 and stayed 
at the residence of Tosa-han.  It 
is said that young Ryôma was 
awaken to the reformation 
through his experience at Ham-
akawa.

● Hamakawa-bashi
   (Namida-bashi) bridge : B-4
At this bridge, the condemned 
parted with their family in tears 
on the way to Suzugamori, one 
of the execution grounds in Edo.  
The bridge often appears in Ka-
buki theater.

 Yôganji temple : B-13
The principal image of the tem-
ple is Kokuzô Bosatsu (Bodhisat-
tva) and it is believed that if one 
visits to pray at 13 years old, he/
she will be given good deeds, 
happiness and wisdom.

  Shôtokuji temple/
　  Brick wall : B-13
Brick wall of the temple along 
the  s t reet  ca l led  Kokuzô 
Yokochô leading to Kokuzôson 
(Yôganji temple).  A typical view 
in Shinagawa-shuku.

● Sacred water making one 
     grain to 10,000 grains : B-13  
A fountain Zeniarai (to wash 
coins) at Ana-Inari Jinja after Torii 
gates on the right of the main 
hall of Shinagawa Jinja.  It is said 
that a coin (grain) washed in its 
water will be purified and multi-
plied to 10,000-folds.

● Shinagawa Fuji : B-12
A mound in the shape of Mt. Fuji 
built by the religious group of 
Shinagawa Marukakô to worship 
Mt. Fuji at Shinagawa Jinja.  The 
group cerebrates opening of the 
"mountain" on July 1st every year.

Fishermen's village, 
Ten'nôzu

● Kita-Shinagawa-bashi 
      bridge : B-14　　　
Standing on the bridge, you can 
enjoy sweeping views of sky-
scrapers, stone wall of the Taishô 
period (1920s), and the water 
of Shinagawa-ura since ancient 
times.

● Shinagawa-ura harbor : B-14
Waterfront where many Yakata-
bunes (restaurant boats) and 
fishing boats gather.  The view 
with lantern-lit boats moving 
across the water in the evening 
is a must-see.

 Kaitokujji temple/a stat-
ue of Shakamuni at his 
birth :B-12

The main hall was reconstructed 
using the materials of the original 
building of the Edo period.  The 
statue of Shakyamuni on the right 
in the hall is the work of a famous 
sculptor, HASEGAWA, Kô.

● Kaidô-matsu-no Hiroba
      park : C-11
There is a project to plant a pine 
tree from each posting station on 
the Tôkaido road along the street 
in the Shinagawa area.  The pine 
tree in this park is the first one 
from Hamamatsu-shuku.

● Stonewall along the for-
mer coastline : C-11
The eastern side of the Tôkaidô 
was on the sea until the early Shô-
wa period (1960s) and several parts 
of the stonewall on the former 
coastline remain along the street.

 Honsenji temple/Yôkô-
　　gaeri-no kane : C-9
Temple bell which travelled 
overseas led to the establishment 
of relationship between Geneve 
and Shinagawa-shuku, enhancing 
it to the twin-city relationship 
between the cities of Geneve and 
Shinagawa.

● Site of Hatagoya Kamaya : C-9
Kamaya was an inn depicted in 
the scene of "Shinagawa-eki" in 
the Guide to Famous Places of 
Edo.  In its inn book, also a stay of 
the members of Shinsen-gumi is 
registered and local volunteers 
built the monument on the 
site.  Note: Shinsengumi is a 
small corps of elite swordsmen, 
mostly of commoners and low-
ranked samurais, commissioned 
by the shogunate to protect its 
representatives in Kyoto.

 Kaiunji temple/Sentai 
       Kôjin : C-9
Sentai Kôjin is thousand statues 
of a god of fire or kitchen, called 
as Kôjin-sama in Shinagawa, 
worshiped by many people 
since the Edo period.  The main 
festival is held on 27th and 28th 
in March and November.

Zêmusu-saka, 
Sendai-saka

● Honkôji temple/ Three- 
      storied Pagoda : B-11
The temple is  famous for 
"Shinagawa Mondô (a debate 
at Shinagawa)" attended by 
Takuan Oshô.  Only this temple 
has the three-storied Pagoda in 
Shinagawa-shuku area.

 Kaizôji temple/Kubizuka : B-11
The temple is known for its mer-
cy performing memorial services 
for the dead with no relatives 
over the ages.  It is said that pray-
ing at the Kubizuka (a mound for 
the dead with no relatives and 
the heads of the beheaded) will 
cure the headache.

● Hamakawa Hôdai : B-4
One of the gun butteries con-
structed by Tosa-han to prepare 
for the visit by foreign ships at 
the end of the Edo period.  SAKA-
MOTO Ryôma is also said to have 
taken a part of the guards there.

● Shinagawa Kumin Kôen
    park : B-3
A park for family recreation with a 
cycling course, sporting facilities 
and the nature including beau-
tiful flowers of plum and cherry 
in spring, fresh green in early 
summer and colored leaves in 
autumn.

● Site of Suzugamori 
     execution ground : A-2
Main execution ground equal 
to Kozukappara in the Edo peri-
od.  There still remains the base 
stone on which Yaoya Oshichi 
{a girl who attempted arson for 
love} was burnt at the stake.  The 
ground was closed in 1871.

● Shinagawa Aquarium : B-1
Major attractions are performanc-
es by dolphins, seals, and earless 
seals and the glass tunnel passing 
through the water.  The exhibition 
where visitors can touch the sea 
animals is also very popular.

Kita-Shinagawa-shuku, 
Gotenyama

● Godzilla's first step : A-15
In the first movie "Godzilla" 
(1954), Godzilla irradiated by hy-
drogen bomb test in the Pacific 
Ocean set his first step here.

●  Memorial plate of 
     Mondô-gashi : B-14
The name of a small wharf 
Mondô-gashi comes from the 
Zen riddle between the 3rd 
Shogun TOKUGAWA Iemitsu 
and a Zen priest, Takuan.  The 
actual wharf was located in the 
south of the memorial plate.

 

 Oharu-Inari/Koizumi 
         Nagaya : B-13
Since KOIZUMI Kinzaemon built 
a nagaya (collective house), in 
the mid Edo period, the area has 
been called Koizumi Nagaya to 
date.

● Seiseki Kôen park : C-13
The site of an official lodging for 
high level travelers like Daimyos 
(feudal lords).  It is called Seiseki 
(sacred site) because the emper-
or Meiji stayed here on the way 
to Tokyo. 

● Tomb of ITAGAKI Taisuke:
　B-12
It is located at the back of Shi-
nagawa Jinja main hall with a 
monument with inscription of his 
famous words "Itagaki may die, 
but liberty never will!"

 Tôkaiji temple : B-12
A temple founded for Takuan 
Oshô (Buddhist priest)  by 
TOKUGAWA Iemitsu who ad-
mired the priest.  Its bell has been 
offered by Iemitsu's concubine.

 Jôgyôji temple : C-11
The old temple representing 
Shinagawa, famous for a collec-
tion of Hiroshige's works.  Jônan 
Elementary School was opened 
at this temple in 1874.

 Renchôji temple/
　　old well of  stone : B-11
The well was offered from an inn 
at Kachi-Shinshuku (Kita-Shinaga-
wa) in the Edo period.  One of the 
oldest wells still remains.

 Myôrenji temple/
　   Tomb of TAKAGI Masa-
toshi : B-11
The main hall was built in the 
middle of the Edo period and 
is now sheltered in a concrete 
building.  There is the tomb of 
TAKAGI Masatoshi, a renowned 
statesman of Shinagawa.TAKAGI 
is the only national politician who 
was completely blind.

 Gangyôji temple/Shibari 
        Jizô : B-11
It is said that if a sufferer binds the 
Jizô statue with a rope, he/she 
would get rid of suffering because 
Jizô suffers instead.  The statue is 
tied up in a hemp rope even now.

● Zêmusu-saka : A-8
The name of the slope comes 
from a British, J. M. James invited 
to teach the art of navigation, 
who lived and contributed to 
the area.

● Batô Kannon (Hayagriva) : B-11
It is a temple for Hayagriva (a 
deity with a horse head) at the 
crossing where Himon-ya-michi 
and Ikegami-michi (Zêmusu-sa-
ka) starting from Minami-Bamba 
separate toward the west and 
the south.

 Tenryuji temple/
　　Himonya Jizô : B-11
The Jizô is enshrined at the 
temple to mourn the victims of 
the accident at the Himon'ya 
railroad crossing before the rail-
ways were elevated.  There is a 
beautiful brick wall.

 Seikô-in temple/Graveyard 
        for the Okudaira : B-11
The graveyard at the temple is 
one of those in Daimyô style in a 
large scale rarely found in Tokyo, 
with a spectacular view of 88 
stone five-storied tombs as high 
as about three meters placed in 
order.

● Nihon Paint Co., Ltd.
      Meiji Memorial Museum/
      sign post : A-11
The factory in a brick-building 
established in 1909 was made 
into a museum open to public.  
The street in front of the building 
is Himon'ya-michi.  The sign post 
at the entrance is a must-see.

公
式

● Site of the gun battery at the 
       foot of Goten-yama : C-14
One of the gun batteries built 
before Com. Perry's arrival.  Also 
called Oka-daiba because it was 
built inland at present Daiba 
Elementary School.

 Kujirazuka/Kagata Jinja 
          shrine : B-14
A whale wandered into the bay 
and was caught by the fishermen 
of Shinagawa.  It caused a big sen-
sation and was observed by Shõ-
gun Ienari.  The whale was buried 
and a memorial monument has 
been built at Kagata Jinja.

● Izu-no Chôhachi/Plaster 
      painting : C-13
The colored plaster reliefs by a 
famous plasterer, IZU-NO Chô-
hachi, are his must-see master 
pieces.  The reliefs are on the in-
ner face of the doors in the main 
hall at Yoriki Jinja shrine for the 
tutelary deity of the fishermen's 
village.

● Monument Edo-Gyogyô
    Kongen-no Hi  : C-13
The monument is inscribed with 
the proud words declaring that 
the fishermen of Shinagawa are 
the overall in Edo (by MOTOYAMA 
Tekishû).

● Stone wall of the Fourth
     Daiba : D-15
Tennôzu Isle was built on the 
fourth Daiba constructed for the 
coast guard at the end of the Edo 
period.  The original stone wall 
remains under the boardwalk.

● Various boating in Japanese 
and Western styles : C-15   
In the areas of Shinagawa-ura 
and Tennôzu, you can enjoy 
boating in different styles includ-
ing the traditional fishing boats, 
Yakatabune, cruising boats, and 
chartered water taxis.
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A project in Shinagawa-shuku to plant pine trees from the post stations on the Tôkaidô road.
To date, the post stations Hamamatsu-shuku, Mishima-shuku, Tsuchiyama-shuku, Fujisawa-shuku, 
Hodogaya-shuku, Hirakata-shuku, Goyu-shuku, Kameyama-shuku, Seki-shuku, Sakashita-shuku, 
Fukuroi-shuku and Kanagawa-shuku have donated one or more pine trees {in order of donation made}.
The project team will continue to add Kaidô-matsu along the street and strengthen the relationship 
among the 57 post stations on the Tôkaidô.

shrines Sentô public baths
birth places of various thingshistorical information boards in the area

Questions, or problems?  Please drop in.
Walking in the town, when you have questions or problems, 
please feel free to visit our information centers at:

Shinagawa-shuku Kôryû-kan (Honshuku Oyasumi-dokoro, resting place), former police station 
(Minami-Shinagawa Sakuragashi Machinaka Information), Toiyaba (Guest House Shinagawa-
shuku), Kaidô Book & Coffee, Kaidô Bunko (library)

Toiyaba(Guest house Shinagawa-shuku)

Shinagawa-shuku Kôryû-kan 
Honshuku Oyasumdokoro

Kaidô Book & Coffee




